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Abstract Biaxial load fatigue crack growth tests were performed for a cruciform joint made of 
aluminium-lithium alloy 2198-T8 containing a butt weld joint fabricated by the friction stir welding process. 
In all tests crack propagated in parallel with the weld joint. Two material rolling directions were studied in 
relation to the welding and crack growth direction, showing that the material rolling direction affects the 
crack growth path. Specimens welded orthogonally to the rolling direction exhibit shorter fatigue life than 
specimens welded parallel to the rolling direction. A simple method is then developed for predicting crack 
growth rate. FEM is used to calculate the stress intensity factors and T stress, which are subsequently used to 
predict the crack propagation rates and trajectory. Influence of applied stress biaxiality on stress intensity 
factors, T stress, crack trajectory and growth rates have been analysed. Out-of-plane bending caused by the 
specimen geometry is also modelled. Predicted and test measured crack growth lives are in reasonably good 
agreement. Reasons for discrepancy are discussed.  
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1. Introduction 
Trend in aircraft structural design and manufacture has been moving towards more integral 
structures by extrusion, machining and welding rather than the traditional mechanical fastening. 
Fatigue crack growth behaviour under biaxial stresses is complex even without weld joints. Welding 
will add additional challenge in the analysis due to the process induced residual stress and changes 
in weld metal microstructure and mechanical properties.  
 
Fatigue crack growth behaviour in aluminium welded joints has been investigated by experiments 
[e.g. 1-2], analysis [3], or modelling [4-7]. These research efforts were carried out under the 
uniaxial load cases. Current state-of-the-art in predicting crack growth rates is to use empirical 
crack growth laws and incorporate the effective stress intensity factor ratio.  
 
Biaxial load fatigue crack growth behaviour (without weld) has been investigated [8-16] for various 
applied biaxial load ratios (k = y/x). In summary, qualitatively similar results have been reported 
for a number of steel and aluminium alloys that crack growth rate is higher at k=-1 (pure shear), 
than k=0 (uniaxial) followed by k=1. Difference in the growth rates in different biaxial stress ratios 
depends also on the magnitude of applied stress. In terms of crack growth trajectory, crack was kept 
straight at k≤1 [10-11]. Crack growth deviation was found to be dependent on the KI/T ratio [13-15]. 
The maximum tangential stress criterion (function of KI and KII) is widely used for crack turning 
analysis [17]. The criterion is implemented in some FE codes, e.g. ABAQUS and FRANC2D/3D.  
 
The influence of weld joint (in terms of welding residual stress and microstructure change) on crack 
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growth behaviour and their interaction with the applied biaxial loads should be investigated. With 
this motivation, experimental test was conducted on a cruciform specimen made of aluminium alloy 
2198-T8 containing a butt weld joint and subject to biaxial loads [18], which is briefly summarised 
in Section 2. This paper focuses on the modelling of crack growth behaviour. 
 
2. Summary of fatigue tests  
Four cruciform specimens were manufactured and tested under biaxial stresses [18]. Geometry and 
dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. The specimens were made of aluminium-lithium alloy 2198-T8 and 
joined by the friction stir weld (FSW) process. The panel skin has nominal thickness of 1.6 mm and 
the weld area has a nominal thickness of 3.1 mm. The top side of the thicker pad-up area measures 
50 mm wide and the bottom side (specimen flat surface) is about 62 mm wide, making the average 
width of the pad-up 56 mm. Specimen COI-BIAX1 and COI-BIAX3 had weld seam orthogonal to the 
material rolling direction, whereas the weld path in COI-BIAX2 and COI-BIAX4 was parallel to the 
rolling direction. Initial crack was introduced parallel to the weld seam orientation and located at 
the specimen geometric centre. It is in the thermal-mechanical affected zone (TMAZ) on the 
so-called weld retreating side, about 5 mm from the weld nugget centre. The weld centre is not 
placed in the specimen geometric centre. Details are in Table 1. All tests were performed at applied 
biaxial stress ratio k = 1 and maximum nominal stress 100 MPa acting on the 250-mm-wide loading 
arm area with the thickness of 1.6 mm. The cyclic stress ratio was 0.1 in both load directions. 
Details of test measured crack growth lives and growth path can be found in [18]. Test results are 
presented in Section 4 in comparison with predicted crack growth behaviour. Further studies were 
undertaken by performing numerical modelling on various k ratios (k=0-2) to investigate the 
influence of biaxial stress ratio on crack growth rate and trajectory.  
 

   
Fig 1. a) Test specimen and strain gauge locations (thickness of pad-up and griping area is 2.8 mm; 
skin pocket thickness is 1.6 mm); b) FE model of ½ specimen and local model of the crack tip. 

Table 1 Test specimens and loading condition (applied stress y = 40 kN) 

Specimen No. Weld orientation Applied load ratio (k) 

COI-BIAX1 Weld orthogonal to rolling direction 1 

COI-BIAX2 Weld parallel to rolling direction 1 

COI-BIAX3 Weld orthogonal to rolling direction 1 

COI-BIAX4 Weld parallel to rolling direction 1  
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3. Computational analysis 
 
3.1. FE model 
Commercial code ABAQUS [19] was used. One half of the specimen was modelled using the 
second-order 8-node quadrilateral shell element. All elements are offset to the back surface (flat 
surface) to model the thickness variation in the pad-up and clamping areas. Due to the thickness 
change in the pad-up and four load-end clamping areas, there is considerable out-of-plane bending 
deformation even the panel is subjected to in-plane tensile load. This secondary bending can cause 
variation in the stress intensity factors (SIF). Therefore, prior to performing the fracture mechanics 
analysis, crack-free specimen was modelled first to verify the FE model against the strain gauge 
measurement at locations indicated in Fig. 1a. To model the secondary bending more accurately, 3D 
solid elements were used to provide a benchmark solution to the subsequent shell element models. 
In order to capture the bending deformation more accurately four elements are used through the 1.6 
mm thickness. Out-of-plane deformation and strains were also calculated by the shell element 
model. Calculated strains and deformation agree with the 3D model output. Model geometry detail 
is given in Table 2.  

          Table 2 Configurations in FE models (unit: mm) 

Configuration ao h t1 t2 

1 10 30 2.80 1.60 

2 20 56 3.11 1.55 

Note: Configuration 1 is for numerical model only; Configuration 2 has the same 
dimension as the test specimen; ao is half initial crack length, h is the pad-up width;   
t1, t2 are the pad-up and skin pocket thickness, respectively.  

 

3.2. Fracture mechanics analysis 
SIF is calculated using the interaction integral method available in the ABAQUS, which is similar 
to the J-integral method. FE model with an initial crack is shown in Fig. 1b. The middle nodes of 
the rosette elements around the crack tip are moved to the quarter-point position in order to model 
the crack tip stress singularity more accurately. User can instruct the ABAQUS code to extract the 
KI, KII and T-stress for each given crack length using the integration integral technique and then 
predict the crack propagation trajectory using the maximum tangential stress criterion. Subsequent 
crack configuration will be implemented by the user to manually extend the crack tip in the 
predicted direction by a specified crack extension increment. Subsequently, the area around the 
crack path will be re-meshed and the calculation of the SIF and crack growth angle repeated until a 
user-defined or critical crack length is reached. Calculated SIF (KI) is normalised by the crack 
length and applied stress perpendicular to the crack plane, y, to find the  factor:  

a
K

y

I


         (1) 

The  vs. a relation is then used in conjunction with the measured weld metal da/dN vs. ΔK data for 
life prediction. For variable amplitude loading with the same biaxial load ratio (k), K for a specific 
load cycle can be found by multiply  by the applied stress range perpendicular to the crack growth 
path (y). Weld metal crack growth rate (da/dN vs. ΔK) was measured under uniaxial-load [20] 
using “middle crack tension” geometry specimen, M(T), made of the same alloy and same welding 
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process. The weld was perpendicular to the applied load direction. Hence, the weld metal 
microstructure should be the same as that of the cruciform. Crack growth rates in the M(T) were 
obtained from constant amplitude load tests at R = 0.1. 
  
4. Results and Discussion  
4.1 Deformation, strain and stress  
Due to the secondary bending effect the panel exhibits out-of-plane deformation even the load is 
in-plane. Calculated stress contours show a double curvature shaped deformation Fig 2. Positive 
deformation on the face of the pad-up side means bending towards the pad-up side. The maximum 
out-of-plane displacement is just outside the pad-up area with a value of 2.5 mm (k = 0) and 2.2 mm 
(k = 1). The panel centre (where the crack growth path is) is also bending towards the pad-up side 
with smaller displacement of 1.8 mm (k = 0) and 1.5 mm (k = 1). The bending deformation shown 
in Fig 2 is under the applied load of 40 kN (equal to a stress of 100 MPa in the loading arm of 1.6 
mm thickness). The FE model shows that bending magnitude depends on the applied stress as well 
as the biaxial stress ratio. Under the same y-axis applied load, uniaxial loading results in more 
out-of-plane deformation (k = 0, Fig. 2a) than that by equal-biaxial case (k = 1, Fig. 2b), but the 
bending pattern is the same and the difference in bending magnitude is small. The out-of-plane 
deformation and in-plane strains were calculated using both 3D solid elements and 2D shell element; 
calculated values agree with each other. Therefore the thin-shell elements are employed in the crack 
growth models to reduce the computational cost. Computed strains agree well with the measured at 
most of the strain gauge positions, and the computed deformation pattern agrees with that described 
by the distributions of the strain gauges.  

  

Fig. 2 Calculated out-of-plane deformation by 3D FE model under applied stress 100 MPa 
(figure showing the pad-up face): a) uniaxial load (k = 0); b) biaxial load (k = 1) 

4.2 Stress intensity factors 

Four biaxial load ratios (k = 0, 0.5, 1, 2) were modelled at the applied stress y=100 MPa acting on 
the loading arm of the cross section of 250 mm width x 1.6 mm thickness. This stress level is 
reduced in the wider section and will be further reduced at the thicker pad-up area where the crack 
propagates. Calculated y in the pad-up area is about 50 MPa [21]. Cases were also modelled for k 
= 1, 2 at applied stress y = 50 MPa. Calculated mode I stress intensity factors (KI) at the different k 
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are presented in Fig. 3a. As the k increases, KI will decrease. Since crack growth rate is an 
exponential function of K and the Paris law exponent is usually 2-4 for aluminium alloys, crack 
growth rate will be significantly reduced as the biaxial load ratio increases. This is reported in test 
measured crack growth rates [11-12]. Fig. 3b shows the non-dimensional K, i.e. the  factor by eq. 
(1), which is independent of the y-axis applied stress y.  

  
Fig. 3 FE calculated stress intensity factors under various biaxial load ratios: a) KI; b) factor.  

4.3 Prediction of crack growth life and trajectory 

Fig 4 shows comparison of predicted and test measured crack growth lives. There are three possible 
reasons for underestimating the crack growth life. 1) Residual stress effect was accounted for by 
using the measured da/dN data of an M(T) specimen fabricated by the same welding process with 
crack growing parallel in weld (perpendicular to the load direction) [20]. The magnitude of residual 
stresses are not exactly the same due to different geometry and size between the M(T) and 
cruciform specimens. However, since the welds were parallel to the crack growth path in both 
specimens, the transverse residual stress, which is perpendicular to the crack plane, is low in 
magnitude compared to the longitudinal residual stress parallel to the crack plane. Therefore the 
effect of transverse residual stress on crack growth is considered to be small. 2) Influence of weld 
metal microstructure change on crack growth rates is also contained in the measured da/dN data 
from the M(T). However, crack in the M(T) had was in the weld nugget centre, but the cruciform 
specimens had weld in the weld TMAZ zone about 5 mm from the weld nugget centre. 
Microstructures in these two zones are different, and this difference in microstructure is not 
modelled in this work. 3) FE calculated y-axis strains are found to be higher than the test 
measurement, leading to higher SIF values and, consequently, shorter predicted crack growth life.  

Fig. 4b shows the measured and predicted crack growth trajectories. Calculated crack trajectory is 
modelled by crack extension under static loading rather than cyclic loading. Crack turning is 
predicted by the maximum tangential stress criterion in the Abaqus code. Calculated maximum 
crack deviation for “Configure 1” is about 3 mm, which is larger than that of “Configuration 2 (test 
specimen geometry)”. The difference is caused by the width of the pad-up, which is 30 mm and 56 
mm, respectively. Narrower pad-up (30 mm) encourages crack deviation into the thinner skin. 
Although crack turning is predicted by the FE modelling, calculated crack deviation magnitude is 
smaller than the test measured Fig. 4b. Predicted deviation also started at longer crack length (120 
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mm) comparing to the test results [18].  

 
 

Figure 4 a) predicted crack growth life and b) trajectory, and comparison with test measurement.  

4.4 Discussion based on further FE analysis  

4.4.1. Influence of biaxial stress ration on crack growth rate 

Mode II SIF (KII) was calculated using the Abaqus interactive integration method [19]. Model 
shows that KII is virtually zero for k = 0, 0.5 & 1. For k = 2 and at longer crack lengths (a > 60 mm), 
KII has very low values of 0.3-0.6 MPa√m [21]. Since all specimens were tested at k = 1, KII 

influence can be neglected. According to the literature, influence of lateral stress x on crack growth 
rates is negligible in aluminium sheets [10] and steel alloys [11] under constant amplitude loading, 
if biaxial load ratio (k) is within the range of -1.5 to 1.75. Note work reported in [10-11] was for 
plain metals (no welds). In the test measured crack growth and life prediction analysis presented in 
Fig. 4, changes in weld metal properties and weld residual stresses are accounted for by using the 
weld metal property of da/dN vs. K data. 

4.4.2. Influence of biaxial stress on crack trajectory 

It has been shown that applied mixed mode loading is the main cause of a major loss of directional 
stability [14]. Apart from KII, the elastic T-stress (a stress quantity parallel to the crack face) is also 
a useful quantity for assessing the crack stability and kinking for linear elastic materials. T-stress is 
directly proportional to the load applied to the cracked part and also depends on its geometry. It has 
been shown that for small amount of crack growth under the mode I loading, a straight crack path 
will be stable when T < 0, whereas the path will be unstable when T > 0 [22]. In this paper T-stress 
is calculated by the Abaqus code. Fig 5 shows calculated T-stress normalised by the applied stress; 
positive values indicate the likelihood of crack deviation. For the test case of k = 1, T-stress is about 
the same magnitude of the applied stress when half crack length is beyond 40 mm. However, it is 
also reported that some cracks are directionally stable when T > 0 [15].  

To explain the observed crack turning (Fig. 4b), we use the TR parameter as defined in Eq. (2) [23]:  
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x
R

TT


       (2) 

where x = KI/√(2r) is the crack tip local stress component parallel to the crack plane and r is the 
distance to the crack tip. Pook [23] recommends that TR is evaluated at a characteristic distance r = 
rch, which is the same order of a microstructural feature size. Taking rch = 0.0159 mm [23], using 
Eq. (2) and the MN-m units, find: 

         
I

R K
TT 01.0      (3)  

According to [15, 23], when TR exceeds its critical value TRC, crack will deviate from its original 
path. In [15] Pook stated a typical TRC value suitable for many metals as at least 0.021 (unit: m-1/2).  
 
Calculated TR values for various k ratios are presented in Fig. 6. For the test case of k =1, at half 
crack length a = 50 mm, calculated TR according to Eq. (3) is 0.038 m-1/2, which is greater than the 
suggested TRC value. Therefore, under tension biaxial loading at ratio k=1, calculated crack 
deviation was expected, however the magnitude of deviation is small, just 3 mm away from the 
original crack path (Fig. 4b), which is not a major loss of directional stability. Measured crack 
deviation was nearly doubled at 5 mm, and crack deviation started at much earlier in shorter crack 
length (Fig. 4b). This discrepancy could be due to the changes in weld metal microstructure and the 
anisotropy property of the 2198-T8 alloy as reported in [24-25]. Material microstructure change and 
anisotropy properties were not modelled in this study.   

 Fig. 5 T-stress (normalised by applied stress y).      Fig. 6 Calculated TR distribution.  
 
4.4.3. Influence of weld-induced residual stress  

Test measured crack turning is more pronounced than FEA predicted, Fig. 4b. One possible reason 
could be that the longitudinal residual stresses were present in the test specimen making the actual 
biaxial load ratio much higher than 1, but this residual stress was not considered in the prediction 
model. In this work, KI, KII and T are calculated for biaxial load ratio k = 1 without considering the 
welding-induced residual stresses. If the longitudinal residual stress (e.g. 150 MPa maximum 
magnitude according literature) is added to the applied lateral stress x, then the biaxial stress ratio k 
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is about 2.5. According to the literature, no crack turning was observed at k = 0, 0.5 and 1 [11], but 
crack will turn when k > 2 [10]. Therefore there is more crack deviation in the test than predicted. 
 
We have used the weld metal da/dN data for the life prediction presented in Fig. 4a, in which 
residual stress effect is included in the coupon tests to acquire the da/dN data. However, we have 
not used the combined lateral stresses (x_applied + x_residual) in the calculation of the crack growth 
driving forces (KI, KII, and T-stress); this could affect the magnitude of crack turning. Further, 
although residual stress effect is reflected in the measured crack growth data of welded M(T) 
sample with a same transverse weld, because the cruciform specimen has different geometry and 
dimension, welding induced residual stresses in the cruciform specimen could be different from 
those in the M(T).   
 
4.4.4. Effect of weld metal microstructure and anisotropic material property 

Although mixed mode loading is believed as the primary cause of loss of directional stability by 
many researchers, microstructure changes in the weld metal also contribute to the crack directional 
instability. In the test specimens, initial crack plane was 5 mm from the weld nugget centre meaning 
that material properties are different for each side of the crack plane, i.e. weld nugget property on 
one side of the crack and TMAZ/HAZ on the other side.  

Furthermore, alloy 2198-T8 has highly anisotropic microstructures [24-25]. According to Yates et 
al. [14], highly anisotropic microstructures can also lead to significant changes in crack orientation, 
but more often in a zigzag pattern maintaining the overall mode-I trajectory. Crack path deviation 
triggered by material property irregularity can be enhanced by the applied biaxial loads as 
demonstrated by the test results in Fig. 4b. Test measured crack growth route shows a zigzag path 
when a < 70 mm [18]. However, predicted crack deviation is in one direction. Crack turning angle 
is determined by the sign of KII, which is function of applied stress and geometry but not the 
material property. It is worth noting that crack deviation was not observed in M(T) under uniaxial 
loading with weld perpendicular to the loading direction, but observed in the cruciform specimen 
under biaxial loads; this is due to the influence of KII and T-stress.  
 
4.4.5. Other influential factors   
Welding-induced distortion was significant in magnitude [18]. In the tests initial distortion was 
corrected by applying clamping forces at the specimen’s four loading ends. This will affect the 
initial stress condition in the specimen. The initial distortion was not completely illuminated by 
clamping. However, the initial out-of-plane deformation and clamping force induced initial stresses 
were not modelled. This could affect the accuracy in the predicted crack growth rates and trajectory. 
Test specimens involved two material rolling directions in relation to the welding and crack growth 
direction, showing that the material rolling direction affects the crack growth path. This is caused by 
material anisotropy [24-25], weld microstructure change, and residual stresses in both material 
directions. However, these effects are not modelled. Research also shows that crack location within 
weld, e.g. in the nugget centre or the HAZ, will also influence the crack growth rates considerably 
[26].    
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5. Summary and Conclusions 
Finite element analysis was performed for a cruciform specimen containing weld joint and being 
subjected to biaxial cyclic loads. First, stress distribution and out-of-plane deformation are 
determined to assess the effect of secondary bending on fracture mechanics parameters. Second, 
influence of biaxial stress on crack growth behaviour is modelled, and fatigue crack growth life is 
predicted using calculated stress intensity factors and weld metal crack growth rates measured from 
M(T) specimens made of the same material and same welding process. Main conclusions are:  

1. Mode-I stress intensity factor (SIF) decreases as the biaxial load ratio k increases. Comparing to 
the uniaxial load case (k = 0), reduction in SIF is 12% (k = 1) and 24% (k = 2).   

2. For k ≤ 1, no crack path deviation is predicted by the analysis; models show very small 
deviation when a crack is longer than half of the panel width. For k = 2small deviation is 
predicted. The model solution is in agreement with the fracture mechanics theory based on the 
mode II SIF and elastic T stress.   

3. Test observed crack turning is larger than model prediction. This could be due to a few complex 
factors that are not considered in the present FE model, such as weld metal microstructure, 
anisotropic material properties, and residual stress in the weld longitudinal direction.  
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